
2014 SKATE ST. MORITZ 

Addendum to Announcement 

 

The following additional event will be offered at the 2014 Skate St. Moritz competition.  

 

Solo Free Dance 
General event parameters: 

1. The requirements for the solo free dance will be the same as the solo free dance requirements as 

outlined in the solo dance series handbook http://www.usfigureskating.org/Programs.asp?id=479. 
2. All skaters must either compete at their test level or one level above of their highest completed 

dance test. The test level is determined by a skater completing all of the dance tests within that 

level. 
NOTE: This is not a National Solo Dance series event. 
 

Level Qualification Duration 

Juvenile Skaters must have passed the standard preliminary solo or 
standard preliminary partnered dance test and/or the standard 

solo or partnered juvenile free dance. Skaters must not have 

passed any solo or partnered pattern dances higher than the 
complete bronze dance test and must not have passed any solo 

or partnered free dance tests higher than the juvenile free 

dance. 

1:40 +/- 10 seconds 

Intermediate  Skaters must have passed the standard bronze solo or standard 
bronze partnered pattern dance test and/or have passed the 

standard solo or partnered intermediate free dance test. Skaters 

must not have passed any solo or partnered pattern dances 
higher than the complete pre-silver dance test and no solo or 

partnered free dance tests higher than intermediate free dance. 

2:00 +/- 10 seconds 

Novice  Skaters must have passed at least one dance of the standard 

silver solo or standard silver partnered pattern dance test 
and/or have passed the standard solo or partnered novice free 

dance test. Skaters must not have passed any standard solo or 

partnered pattern dances higher than the complete pre-gold 
dance test and must not have passed any solo or partnered free 

dance tests higher than novice free dance. 

2:10 +/- 10 seconds 

Junior   Skaters must have passed at least two dances of the standard 

pre-gold solo or standard pre-gold partnered pattern dance test 
and/or have passed the standard junior solo or partnered free 

dance test. Skaters must not have passed any solo or 

partnered pattern dances higher than the complete gold dance 
test and must not have passed any solo or partnered free dance 

tests higher than the junior free dance. 

2:30 +/- 10 seconds 

Senior Skaters must have passed the standard solo or standard 

partnered gold pattern dance test and/or have passed the 
standard senior solo or partnered free dance test. 

2:50 +/- 10 seconds 

 
Fee is the same as for other solo dance events ($50 first event, $30 additional event) 


